
Daily Grammar Worksheet 
Lesson No. 24 

                                                             Topic: IDIOMS  
 

 

● Idioms:       

 

   Idioms are expressions or phrases whose meanings do not relate to the literal meaning of their words.  

   They are special words or phrases that aren't meant to be taken literally and usually have a cultural  

   meaning behind them. They typically present a figurative meaning attached to the phrase. 
 

 

 

 

 

● Match the Idioms in Column A with their meanings in Column B:  

 

 

 

 

 

Column A: Idioms Column B: Meanings 

1. In a rut a. It befalls when it is almost too late  

2. From the bottom of heart b. If the description is accurate, accept it 

3. Whet your appetite c. A brief demonstration of an idea  

4. Picture paints thousand words d. Basic and essential aspects  

5. Eat crow  e. Falling into the state of confusion  

6. It the shoe fits, wear it  f.  To accept something unnecessary 

7. Fish out of water g. A surprise benefit of which others are unaware 

8. Under one’s thumb h. from one place to another 

9. Lame duck  i. To confess one was wrong 

10. At the eleventh hour j. One image can convey whole story effectively  

11. From pillar to post  k. Behaving or thinking like youth  

12. Sell ice to Eskimos l. To sharpen your desire for  

13. Young at heart  m. confined by routine 

14. Elevator pitch n. An unsuccessful person or thing 

15. Meat and potatoes  o. Completely under one’s influence  

16. Ace up one’s sleeve p. To express sincere emotions with deep feelings  

 

1-  ___ 2-  ___ 3-  ___ 4-  ___ 5-  ___ 6-  ___ 7-  ___ 8-  ___ 

9-  ___ 10-  ___ 11-  ___ 12- ___ 13-  ___ 14-  ___ 15-  ___ 16-  ___ 

                                                                                                                                     
 
 

Click here for Answers     
 

 

OR  Search in browser- myenglishsolution/dailygrammarsolutions                    (Click here for more Lesson-Worksheets)  
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